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Objectives

• What is probabilistic and confidence messaging?

• Why probabilistic and confidence messaging for aviation?

• How can we be confident in embracing uncertainty?

• How are probabilistic forecasts applied to aviation decision making?

• How does this type of messaging impact the aviation mission?
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Please Note

• Probability and confidence messaging for aviation is a new endeavor for the NWS 

in terms of application.

• The transition to this method will take some time.

• This presentation hopes to bring awareness to the direction that the National 

Weather Service is headed.   
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What is Probabilistic and Confidence 
Messaging?

A method of conveying weather forecast information in 
terms of forecast probability and Meteorologist 
confidence in the forecast.
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The Deterministic Messaging Approach 
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• Messaging a deterministic value, provides a false sense of 
confidence.
– ‘Snowfall will begin, Sat 14 Jan 2023 / 06Z, and continue through,  Sat 

15 Jan 2023 / 00Z, with 1 inch of total snow expected.’ 



Four-Tiered Probabilistic Messaging Strategy
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Confidence in impactful 
weather event forecast 

< 30% 

30-50% 

50-80% 

> 80% 

7 days 
from the 
impactful 
weather

The day of 
the impactful 
weather

< 30% (Approximately 6 to 7 days out) 
-Broad-brushed graphics stating what we know and 
don’t know
30-50% (Approximately 4 to 5 days out) 
-Probability graphics showing chances of a certain 
amount of snow or other impactful weather
50-80% (Approximately 24 to 72 hours out) 
-Probability graphics and confidence information in 
reference to snow amounts
-Snow start/stop
-TAF period begins
> 80% (Within 24 hours) 
-Probability graphics and confidence information in 
reference to snow amounts
-Snow start/stop and freezing precipitation
-TAF period

weather.gov/

https://www.weather.gov/tfx/
http://weather.gov/


Why Probabilistic and Confidence 
Messaging for Aviation?

Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP):
• Numerical model ensembles - Make it possible to obtain 

mathematical solutions resulting from the input of many numerical 
model forecasts.
– Probability of occurrence, magnitude or timing of an event.
– Probability analysis informs Meteorologist forecast confidence.  
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Value to Aviation
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“First, it should be understood that forecasts possess no 
intrinsic value. They acquire value through their ability to 
influence the decisions made by the users of the 
forecasts.” (Murphy, Weather and Forecasting 1993)

The National Weather Service Mission:
“Provide weather, water and climate data, forecasts, warnings, and impact-based 
decision support services for the protection of life and property and enhancement of the 
national economy.”



Weather Prediction Uncertainty
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• Weather forecast uncertainty has been studied for a long time:
– Deterministic Nonperiodic Flow. (Lorenz, 1963)
– General Circulation Experiments with the Primitive Equations. 1. The Basic Experiment. 

(Smagorinsky, 1963)
– Stochastic Dynamic Prediction. (Epstein, 1969)
– Atmospheric Predictability as Revealed by Naturally Occurring Analogues. (Lorenz, 1969)
– Theoretical Skill of Monte Carlo Forecasts. (Leith, 1974)

• Research conclusions show that forecast error is inevitable.



Social Science Research on Forecast 
Messaging
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Completing the Forecast: Characterizing and Communicating Uncertainty for 
Better Decisions Using Weather and Climate Forecasts (NRC 2006)

“...no forecast is complete without a description of its uncertainty.”

Research:
● Joslyn, S. L., & LeClerc, J. E. (2012). Uncertainty forecasts improve weather-related decisions and attenuate the effects of forecast error. 

Journal of Experimental Psychology: Applied, 18(1), 126–140. https://doi.org/10.1037/a0025185
● Grounds, M. A., & Joslyn, S. L. (2018). Communicating weather forecast uncertainty: Do individual differences matter? Journal of Experimental 

Psychology: Applied, 24(1), 18–33. https://doi.org/10.1037/xap0000165
● Margaret A. Grounds, Susan Joslyn, Kyoko Otsuka, "Probabilistic Interval Forecasts: An Individual Differences Approach to Understanding 

Forecast Communication", Advances in Meteorology, vol. 2017, Article ID 3932565, 18 pages, 2017. https://doi.org/10.1155/2017/3932565
● Budescu, D., Por, HH., Broomell, S. et al. The interpretation of IPCC probabilistic statements around the world. Nature Clim 

Change 4, 508–512 (2014). https://doi.org/10.1038/nclimate2194
● Sarah C. Jenkins, Adam J. L. Harris & R. Murray Lark (2019) When unlikely outcomes occur: the role of communication format 

in maintaining communicator credibility, Journal of Risk Research, 22:5, 537-554, DOI: 10.1080/13669877.2018.1440415
● Lenhardt, E. D., R. N. Cross, M. J. Krocak, J. T. Ripberger, S. R. Ernst, C. L. Silva, and H. C. Jenkins-Smith, 2020: How likely is that 

chance of thunderstorms? A study of how National Weather Service forecast offices use words of estimative probability and 
what they mean to the public. J. Operational Meteor., 8 (5), 64-78, doi: https://doi.org/10.15191/nwajom.2020.0805

https://psycnet.apa.org/doi/10.1037/a0025185
https://psycnet.apa.org/doi/10.1037/xap0000165
https://doi.org/10.1155/2017/3932565
https://doi.org/10.1038/nclimate2194
https://doi.org/10.1080/13669877.2018.1440415


The Need to Quantify Uncertainty

12Figure 2.5: Range of interpretations of different verbal uncertainty terms. (Wallsten et al, 1986)



Social Science Research Forecast 
Messaging Recommendations
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• Use probability information in place of deterministic statements in forecasts. (Joselyn and 
LeClerc, 2012); (Grounds and Joselyn, 2018)

• Use numeric point estimates if they are available and appropriate; if they are not, use 
numeric probability ranges or predictive intervals to emphasize uncertainty. (Grounds et 
al, 2017); (Lohre et al, 2019)

• Include numeric translations next to words/phrases that indicate probability information. 
(Budescu et al, 2014)

• If comprehension of probability information is especially important, use numeric 
probabilities alone or first (before words/phrases). (Jenkins et al, 2019)

• When using words and phrases to communicate probability information, include rank 
adjectives (like low, medium, and high) to indicate the magnitude of the probability; this 
is especially important if numeric translations are not available. (Lenhardt et al, 2020)



The Value of Probabilistic and Confidence 
Messaging to Aviation
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Research shows that such information is:

● Received with more consistent understanding.
● Processed more accurately.
● And that people tend to make the decisions that result in the most positive outcomes 

when presented with probabilistic and confidence messaging.

This is where the value of the forecast is realized: 

“First, it should be understood that forecasts possess no intrinsic value. They 
acquire value through their ability to influence the decisions made by the users 
of the forecasts.” (Murphy, Weather and Forecasting 1993)



How Can We be Confident in Embracing 
Uncertainty?

• Social science research tells us that this is the best way forward.

• Advanced Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) makes it possible.
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How Are Probabilistic Forecasts Applied to 
Aviation Decision Making? 

16Kathryn’s Report: More private pilots heading to Bozeman, Gallatin County, Montana, Sat 9 Jan 2016.



Airfield Management

• The team of Meteorologists at NWS Great Falls (Team TFX), has 
partnered with Helena Regional Airport (Team KHLN) to 
experiment with probabilistic and confidence messaging as it 
applies to Airfield Management. 

• The following slides include examples from this joint effort.
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The Truth of Uncertainty
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• The greater accuracy comes in expressing the truth of uncertainty.
13 Jan 2023 / 16L: Here is a model plume of potential snow totals from our most aggressive set of models, showing the potential for as 
much as 4" of snow, but with the vast majority of model solutions depicting less than 1" of snow.  



Precision of Language
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● There is high confidence in the following forecast.
● For the period of Sat 14 Jan 2023 / 06Z thru Sun 15 Jan 2023 / 00Z snow 

amount probability is as follows:
○ >= 1”, 73%
○ >= 2”, 26%
○ >= 4”, 00%



Precision of Language
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Guidance for issuing this product

● 1 inch of snowfall forecast in the KHLN nearby mountains

● 0.5 inches of snowfall at Helena Regional Airport

● When the above mentioned criteria is forecast to occur within the 

next 48 hours

● Updated twice per day

○ If the forecast changes

○ If value can be added

50-80% 
> 80%



Aviation Operations 
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• In association with TAF issuance - 
Aviation Forecast Discussion 



Aviation Forecast Discussion Access
aviationweather.gov/taf/board

http://aviationweather.gov/taf/board


Local Aviation MOS Program (LAMP) 
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https://vlab.noaa.gov/web/mdl/lamp

https://vlab.noaa.gov/web/mdl/lamp


Local Aviation MOS Program (LAMP) 
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https://vlab.noaa.gov/web/mdl/lamp

https://vlab.noaa.gov/web/mdl/lamp


LAMP Probabilistic Gridded Images 
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https://www.nws.noaa.gov/mdl/gfslamp/glmp.php?&elm=ProbCeil3000

https://www.nws.noaa.gov/mdl/gfslamp/glmp.php?&elm=ProbCeil3000


Local Aviation MOS Program (LAMP) 
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https://www.nws.noaa.gov/mdl/gfslamp/uncertform.php

https://www.nws.noaa.gov/mdl/gfslamp/uncertform.php


LAMP Probability Plots 
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https://www.nws.noaa.gov/mdl/gfslamp/uncertplots.php

https://www.nws.noaa.gov/mdl/gfslamp/uncertplots.php


LAMP Probability Plots 
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https://www.nws.noaa.gov/mdl/gfslamp/uncertplots.php

https://www.nws.noaa.gov/mdl/gfslamp/uncertplots.php


How Does This Type of Messaging Impact 
the Aviation Mission? 

Airfield Management/Aviation Operations:
• Enhanced safety
• Economic benefits
• Social benefits
• More efficient and effective planning
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Impact Results

“The Helena Regional Airport greatly appreciates the aviation 
forecasts that are focused on the area surrounding the airport. 
Having detailed information including the probabilistic forecasting 
has greatly enhanced our ability to plan for specific airfield snow 
and ice removal operations to ensure the aviation system remains 
functional and safe during winter events.”
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Jeff Wadekamper

Airport Director

Helena Regional Airport Authority



Summary

• What is probabilistic and confidence messaging?

• Why probabilistic and confidence messaging for aviation?

• How can we be confident in embracing uncertainty?

• How are probabilistic forecasts applied to aviation decision making?

• How does this type of messaging impact the aviation mission?
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Special Thanks To…

• Jeff Wadekamper
Airport Director

Helena Regional Airport Authority
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            Email:   jane.fogleman@noaa.gov

Questions/Comments/Feedback
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